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Comic book characters, artists transform Armory into Ansoni-con
By Rich DiCarlo
Ansonia Events Coordinator
Special to The Valley Voice
Photos by Patricia Villers
ANSONIA - When asked to help
develop a fundraiser for the
Ansonia Library, I did not hesitate.
Organizing a comic-con was
something new and proved to be
quite a challenge.
The specific market is filled
with fans and curiosity
seekers and the folks in the
industry (vendors and guest
speakers) are pretty much set
in their ways. They are private
people cast in the spotlight of
a specific genre.
Being a cartoonist and illustrator for more than 35 years I too was a
member of this private, creative community.
I was able to make contact through friends and associates and developed
a community of creatives, collectors and sellers and assemble them
under one roof. The Ansonia Armory came to life with every facet of pop
culture, comics, and art.
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The folks in attendance represented all walks of life…truly a diverse assembly of family, friends, and fans.
Some dressed as their favorite characters paraded around the venue along with Scooby Doo and Alf, while
partaking in the many activities like Harry Potter Trivia,
StarWars light saber training, shopping the vendor venue and
attending a question and answer session headed by Marvel & DC
comic book artist Shannon Maer and others.
We are grateful to Shannon who donated many items to benefit
the library's new teen room. We had a wonderful costume
contest for the kids and a Cosplay contest for the adults.
They paraded around the venue and went up on stage for
judging.
Many prizes were awarded and the raffle table was a great
success.
If you missed it you missed a great event.
The good news is we will definitely be holding an Ansoni-Con II
in the near future.
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DERBY - A graceful swan
paddles silently across the
reservoir at Witek Park.
- Photo by
Patricia Villers
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